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economies. The discussion in this area is in the effects that may have on the distribution of income within countries. Trading patterns. These are difficult to estimate, so they constitute one of economists' biggest concerns. From Richard to New Theories There is no absolute and robust theory in the twentieth century. Protectionism. One of the highest issues is international economic policy. The discussion of protectionism and free trade is running more than ever. Balance of payments.
This is a country's record of transactions with the rest of the world, and its government's recognition is one of the most moment-long issues in the international economy. Determining the exchange rate. Analysis of the international economy is based on the characteristics of the currency difference between partner countries and thus their spacing. This is an interesting topic that has been daily bread for international market analysts since World War II. International Coordination of
Economic Policies. Within the new parameters of globalization and the internationalization of economies, it is undeniable that the connection between countries' economic policies can affect each other in certain decision-making. International capital market. Financing and investment needs of countries have made capital agreement issues very important for the international economic analyst. Bingeology of International Economics. Theory and Politics. Fourth edition. Krugman Paul,
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Introduction In our daily lives, we obtain countless products, from automobiles, computers, mobile phones or TELEVISION, we rarely reflect on the origin of these products, we know that they are part of a well-known brand, but as a result of making or assembling inputs in other countries, we understand it as a result of globalization and corporate growth but for this to happen international trade must have evolved, economies They changed and went abroad, not as country owners in
European colonialism but as partners, in trade through treaties and agreements between countries, and although it was initially the same system, it preferred giant companies that could trade with comparative and competitive advantages as insecesible, the fruit of the economies of the countries in which they were formed, because these countries are rich in natural and human resources. And it's reflected in efficiency with which they can produce the products they need, the interesting
thing is that they can do it in other countries, where the workforce turns out to be the comparative efficiency of other countries. Karl Marx explained the collapse of capitalism and its replacement for socialism for economic reasons, and about half a century ago, Humpeter also collapsed. For fundamental psychological reasons to the extent that the evolution of the system undermines the institutions supporting it, it loses capitalism that has been a protective shell and an end to surrender,
capitalism or market economy throughout this century, at least twice on the edge of Perth, in the 1930s hit by massive unemployment generated by the Great Depression and in the 1970s by the gales of the energy crisis, the Bretton Woods system crisis and debts. Foreign from developing countries. In these two cases the current model, in economic analysis, seemed to offer no savings from the underlying problems that each crisis has caused its emergence, as markets do not
automatically reach their equilibrium and it is not a self-regulator mechanism that ensures, at all times, the necessary levels of growth and employment, characterized by a very active presence of governments in economic life. , unnecessarily hald the transformations required by the new situation for developing countries; The capitalist system did not give up, simply transformed as a flexib system, which allows numerous adaptations to the most diverse shocks to the point that the
decentralization of decisions accelerates changes and gives way to a new configuration. It is socialism, meanwhile, that seems to be in a deep coma, which is something that has been rapidly discovering since 1989 that its economic and political structure has been irreparably broken. The collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989 is the beginning of its deepest crisis and the collapse of a government concentrated in the USSR and Eastern Europe is the end of it, yet we find a combination of
socialism with the tings of globalization, we mean China, where its economy is strong and firm, based on its openness with large corporations to be part of the global Acatal system. However, capitalism has not given up, even though its tektom has been announced several times, and although many voices have repeatedly evolved from different locations near their funerals, it has evolved into its new offering, we first had neoliberalism as a prelude to the mobile system that was coming,
with countries' forced openness to international trade. We now know under the concept of globalization, where large corporations are the ones that impose the rules of the game, countries have invested, and businesses that will be fruitful will clearly be supported by theories of free trade and protectionism, the next link, thereby international trade in recent decades. Description of international economy to study the economic inter-economic relationship between nations, analysis of the flow
of goods, services and payments between countries and policies aimed at regulating this flow and its effects on the standard of living of nations, such as In turn, it relates to international political, social, cultural and military relations, and these factors in turn affect economic aspects with other countries, the international economy studies international trade theory by analyzing the basis and achievements of trade, as well as studying the theory of international trade policy, examining the
reasons and effects of trade restrictions. Like neo-protectionism, as well as the balance of payments, it measures the total income and all payments between nations and other countries with which it is traded. Economic fusion between nations has been increasing over the years, as can be determined by the fact that international trade is growing faster than global production, and adds to this phenomenon of revolution-driven globalization in communication technology; It has come,
attracting international economic assistance in the modern economy, the international economy has developed extensively and continuously throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, highlighting the works of economists such as Adam Smith, David Ricardo, Jon Stewart Mill, Alfred Marshall, John Maynard Keynes and Paul Samuelson. All these theories and knowledge are turning to understanding and analyzing the current problems of the economy, nationally and globally that call for
knowledgeable citizens and mainly consumers eager to be part of a system that is increasingly owned by countries with cutting-edge technology and therefore with large companies that are taking over markets, analyzing issues in this work we will understand that an economy cannot exist on its own. To become consumed with other countries, we will understand that there will always be a reciprocal relationship with other countries and that the best way to survive this new system is for
each country and so every company has to find its competitive advantage and exploit it best, because it will be time that the borders will be reduced and internationalization will come. The main purpose of this work is to present a broad and modern vision of the theory that makes the international economy necessary to understand, analyze and conclude the main international economic problems and issues facing global economies, within the sub-themes of this work, the concept of
international economics, seen from the international economic mainstream, with the main international economic problems. The concept of international trade, its causes, origin, benefits, agencies, international financing and international trade policy, from the international stage; We will also study free trade against protectionism, its causes and consequences, and ultimately understand the concept of globalization, its characteristics and the financial problems caused by this economic
system in which all nations must be part, along with the main global agreements governing international trade. GENERAL ANALYSIS THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY AND CURRENT INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS WITHIN CONVENTIONAL THEORY WE FIND THAT THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY USUALLY INVOLVES A SCENARIO OF TWO COUNTRIES, TWO GOODS AND TWO FACTORS, THE ABSENCE OF TRADE RESTRICTIONS, THE MOBILITY OF
FACTORS WITHIN NATIONS, A ABSENCE OF INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY, PERFECT COMPETITION IN ALL MARKETS, BOTH IN GOODS AND FACTORS, AS WELL AS THE ABSENCE OF SHIPPING COSTS; The international economy seeks to explain the achievements of trade, the reasons and effects of trade restrictions, policies aimed at regulating international pay and income flows, or the effects of these policies on the well-being of the nation; Source: Dominick, Salvatore
(1995), International Economy IV Edition. Mexico Prentice Hall, 1999. Companies and countries are looking to do business with other nations, and if they are better developed countries, what seems impossible a few years ago is now a reality: developed countries are looking to trade cheap labor with China and neighboring countries regardless of the situation they are in, not with Nabil but by finding the cheapest inputs. Mexico and Venezuela wholesale oil, Europeans prefer Japanese
cars, and 70 percent of the world's economically active population owns a mobile phone and a personal computer, although the picture remains the same in the social aspect of the slavery era, where there are poor and very capable entrepreneurs on the economic side, the reality is that few countries have economic stability while there are factors. Such as exchange rates, interest rates and open market operations do not depend solely on any ruler, industrialized countries with basically
a sufficient technology-based structure to support an economic system will have a wide comparative advantage over other countries. However, problems remain, largely caused by phenomena that occurred in the 1970s, which cannot be overcome, can give up those hopes. These problems are briefly in: increased competition and the dispersal of economic power in between Market economy developed. · Need to help transition to the market economy of the USSR and eastern European
nations. · The urgency to solve the problems of poverty, health, education and basic health in third-world countries, the indiscriminate north-south relations. 1. Increasing competition and dispersing economic power between countries are due to numerous factors. One of them is from the spawning of commercial competition, leading to the majority of domestic production subject to competition from companies established abroad. In japan's case, the new regulation of government
administration with large business groups, to define and promote the high-tech industries; more restrictions and the choice of what enters the Japanese market while encouraging influxes into the foreign market are protectionist fests that change the balance of markets. In this way, Japan seeks to achieve strategic benefits that consolidate its position and weaken the remainder. The dynamics of industrial-commercial competition, changes in the economic-financial structure along with
innovations in the production organization (flexible production of high volume advantage over mass production) have led to the re-ordering of the hierarchical scale of nations. Economic weakening of the role of U.S. hegemony while strengthening Japan and european community countries, with tensions that this requires, leads to conflicts over trade and financial policies as well as sharing areas of influence, thus increasing costs and reducing the benefits of the United States of America
as system administrator. Fiscal policy contradictions have been going on since the 1970s. The need for different countries to address domestic economic problems, restore their financial stability and achieve a sustainable growth rate led to the implementation of supportive trade measures. This is joined by the increase of regional trade agreements, the abandonion of multilithism and its replacement with dolitriism, with the resulting deterioration of Gott. In the face of this zoning, there
was only greater openness to global trade, based on the principle of non-discrimination and the expansion of globalization within a renewed international community, in other words, fostering cooperation between nations under the principles of solidarity and freedom. In this sense, the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1996 was very good. The transformation of Eastern Europe from the late 1970s of the Socialist Bloc went into crisis. Slowing economic growth at the beginning
As an impression of the USSR arms race, 80 led the Iron Curtain countries to the current state of disintegration. Like eastern European countries, the 15 republics emerging from the former USSR face unprecedented problems and seek to move from a totalitarian system with a centralized economic direction to a democratic economy and market system. The previous situation, characterized by a rigid management structure, the imposition of productivity without personal and commercial
incentives, little respect for human rights and poor population links to government decisions on socioeconomic development, fostered absenteeism in the population, leading to material infrastructure and a degraded social base. In addition to the above, the problems of nationalities and others disarming the social fabric and hindering economic relations. Previous and new Eastern European republics face the task of developing laws and legal entities that allow the new economy to fully
operate, push aside managed pricing mechanisms, open its borders to foreign trade and turn administrative guidelines and subsidies into firms with market criteria. At the same time, we seek through political action that the living conditions of the population, which will first face mass unemployment problems, the rotting of basic goods and the strictness of labor markets will no longer deteriorate. In this process, creative capacity on the ruins of collapse is of particular importance. Each
country must pursue its own strategy for diversification, allocation of resources and production capacity. This transition process requires international co-operation; not only are Western markets required to open up opportunities for Eastern European products, but they also mobilize Western financing to enable transformation programs to succeed. This is a challenge for the West not only economically but also fundamentally politically. The north-south relations of the problems of
underdeveloped countries are a direct consequence of the asymmetric political and economic relationships that have been maintained since colonial times, which favor international labour expertise, in industrial societies and non-industrial societies, thus investing in the value of maintaining relative non-industrialization. These problems were compounded by the crisis of the 1970s due to high interest rate cuts, fluctuations in dollar prices, supportive trends in developed countries, and
ultimately u.S. policy to address the global economic crisis, resulting in strong foreign borrowing. Underdeveloped countries. The state of so-called Third World concerns, the danger it poses and what affects the public interests of the international community as a whole. Proving this is recommendations aimed at improving the situation in these countries. Independent analysts and researchers are proposing global restructuring models that criticize the current international order and offer
recommendations to seek it, in an increasingly interdependent world, a new economic order that takes into account each other's interests based on justice and justice. First of all, the UN proposals emphasize the need for resources, especially financial ones. Thus, debt reduction and restructuring policies, reducing debt burdens and expanding public and private capital flows as the only way to correct the situation that has made developing countries, since the early 1980s, have been
emphasized by net financing suppliers to the rest of the world. It is also emphasized that developing countries should diversify their economies by promoting research and using new technologies to reduce their dependence on the production and export of raw materials. It also emphasizes the need to raise awareness among people in developing countries to achieve internal changes of the social, political and institutional nature that promotes entrepreneurship, respect for human rights
and a sense of equality. This whole reproductive package enables today's international economic order to achieve even more expansion, because what it is about has become a fairer economic treatment in the global context. The current and future problems of the prospect of structural problems of the international economy marked above are their logical expression today. Reform programs in the USSR and Eastern Europe, the situation created in the Middle East by the Persian Gulf
War and its economic consequences, require policies that deliver satisfactory results in developing countries immersed in more than two decades of stagnation and decline, requiring a social, political and cultural framework based on other principles and practices. Therefore, the emphasis on developed countries on the joint growth of the system. This growth is said to be stable in the medium term rather than speculation and improving production and employment expectations without
accelerating inflation. It added that this growth should increase, along with strong monetary and fiscal policies, necessary structural changes: industrial conversion, education and technical education of the social base, promoting research, all under Interest in environmental protection. What is not mentioned is that this growth will hardly be able to solve problems that are increasingly exacerbated by the regime's impositions as long as it remains under the necessities of value production,
led and decided by international and transnational competition. In this way, the only way to overcome today's problems requires structural changes of all kinds, not only in developing countries but mainly in those that have become industrialized, especially in major industrialized powers, so that change will of course promote solidarity in the social organization and achieve a more justice and democratic international order. The traditional growth-based discourse reduces the current
problems to just two: the liberalization of the international market and the generation of more savings flows in the world economy that do not solve the bottom line. · Trade liberalization. This is to expose the production machine to greater national and international competence as a way to achieve greater efficiency and use of resources. This liberalization has the effect of promoting the capability of a large international consortium with their ability to instill stronger direction towards the
global system. · Generation of the biggest savings. In addition to trade liberalization, conventional growth strategy requires funds to invest in productive equipment. Therefore, the growth goal will only be possible if sufficient savings are generated to finance investments. The financing needs of Eastern Europe and the USSR, as well as the needs of developing countries and developed countries needed to maintain their dynamics, lead to such a sum that it is necessary to ask whether
global savings will be enough to meet such a challenge, especially when in recent years the average savings and investment rate of industrialized countries have declined. Measures to promote savings propose reducing unsealed spending, reducing public spending, reducing budgets and fiscal deficits, reducing super spending, reducing subsidies and protective subsidies, while raising the formation of private savings, especially in developed countries that have traditionally funded
investment funds. It is also recognized that the interconnectedness that determines the global system makes it much more necessary for domestic and foreign coordination of policies implemented to overcome current problems. This requires the International Economic Organization to help solve the problems of the moment and address much more global programs in which to commit various international institutions. In The current collapse of the international economic order and the rise
of internationalization reinforce interest in finding new lines of action and reorganization that allow for new levels of integrated management of the global system. Therefore the importance to today's world of the implementation of the International Economic Organization, along with the great powers, so that based on the new foundations they can open the vision to generate solidarity within the framework of renewing freedom. The new international economic order of late 1991 and early
1992 was the end of the Cold War and the beginning of a new phase in the evolution of the international economic order regulating international economic relations between countries and different groups of countries around the world. The change from the previous order is slighter than qualitative. The decline of the Eastern European socialist system and the dissolution of the USSR lead to this new phase. Practically, since the end of World War II, international economic relations have
been marked by three major blocs of countries, within which they had a number of relatively common economic and political characteristics, resulting in a double conflict of economic and political interests. At the public level, conflicting east-west relations with various economic and political systems and asymmetric north-south relations between countries with different levels of economic development were highlighted. At the level of conflict in the north and south, western market economy
countries and developed countries were the planned economies in the north, while Antarctica, with years that were increasingly namtgen, were made up of developing countries of market economy and planned economy. The previous division of the world's territories and their hidden contradictions led to three major economic systems: the market economy system of Western countries? The centrally planned economy system of eastern countries is the economic system of developing
countries in the south today we should practically bloc eastern countries as it disappears along the path of the market economy. Similarly, the rules governing international economic relations also lost credibility between different areas of cooperation. In early 1992, um Gorbachev, the former head of the USSR, ended the Cold War that had marked international relations in the past, during a speech in Fulten, Missouri, where W. Churchill coined the term Iron Curtain in 1940. By simplifying,
to understand the nature of international economic relations, cooperation and conflict, relations should only be considered Interdependence between western countries, dependence relations between north and south countries, and independence relations between east and west countries. In any case, the main weight in post-war international economic relations with domestic relations between Western countries has been identified, resulting in a percentage change over the years
between the different countries that make it up. The stages of the international economic order signify the concept of OEI to reject autarquía as a model of the state economic organization. It should also be noted that the term IEO is a dynamic, non-static concept that is constantly evolving as a result of changes that occur in global reality that are trying to regulate. In other words, the characteristics of the IEO should be a clear reflection of the international economic reality of the moment.
Historically, four major stages can be distinguished in the process of IEO evolution, and the dissolution of the socialist field represents the beginning of the fifth phase: the first stage. The beginning of the Industrial Revolution (the second half of the 18th century until the beginning of World War I). It is a liberal phase in which a private international economic order is born and developed with limited public participation and relative control of international trade. · second stage . The end of
World War I (1918) and the end of World War II (1945). It is known as the chaos between world wars. It is a stage in which international economic relations were subjected to severe restrictions on the movement of goods, labor and capital. Trade control techniques developed: tariffs, multiple exchange rates, dumping, trading areas, etc. Bilateralism is made public with clearing and payment agreements and very limited multilateralism with the absence of a framework for international
economic cooperation. · stage three . This reconstruction is a neoliberal international economic order to tamino world war 2 that lasted until the early 1970s. The United States of America, the war-winning country and the only country unscathed in its economy with British cooperation, founded the foundations of this new neoliberal IEO, which is based on a market-based philosophy as the best resource allocator, building the benefits of free trade and multilateral cooperation. The initial
participation within this eastern European model and developing countries was practically zero. Over the years, tensions increased not only between developed countries, but also between developed countries and established socialist countries and developing countries. · step 4 . The growth pattern of the world economy at the end of the Second War and based on excellence The United States, in the early 1970s, was running little. The oil price crisis exacerbated the international
economic crisis in 1973, but more than one cause of the model crisis was largely effective. The dollar crisis in the second half of the 1970s was a clear reflection of tensions in the international economic order as a result of the recovery of the European and Japanese economies. Likewise, the problem of foreign debt to default in several countries. Since 1974, the Un General Assembly has ratified the Declaration and Action Plan for the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order (NOEI), however, interpretations of what was understood by a NOEI differed substantially among the three largest groups of countries. Noei's declaration and action plan in the NOEI Declaration, un member states expressed their joint determination to work urgently to establish a new international economic order, which should be based on respect for a set of both political and economic principles: (a) greater cooperation between member states of the international community. c)
Full and effective participation, on an equal basis, of all countries in solving global economic problems for the common benefit of all countries, taking into into view the need for accelerated development in all developing countries. d) The right of each country to adopt an economic and social system that sees it as the most suitable for its development. (d) The complete permanent sovereignty of states over natural resources and all their economic activities; On the other hand, the Action
Plan for establishing a new international economic order includes a series of measures that must be taken internationally to replace the old order with fundamentally the interests of developing countries. These measures were grouped in ten large sectors: the underlying problems of raw materials and raw materials in their relationship with international trade and development. · International monetary system and financing economic growth in developing countries. · Industrial. · Technology
transfer.. Regulating and controlling the activities of multinational corporations. · Charter of Rights and Economic Duties of States. · Promote cooperation between developing countries. · Assisting in the exercise of permanent sovereignty over their natural resources. · Strengthening the role of the United Nations in the field of international economic cooperation. · Special program, with immediate short-term measures. As you can see, the objectives of the action plan were very diverse:
improving the exchange-traded relationship of developing countries to To eliminate their deficits, create a special fund for voluntary assistance from developed countries, reform the international monetary system, industrialize developing countries, improve their access to modern technologies, increase effective cooperation between developing countries, annul efforts to prevent free and effective exercise of rights to full and permanent sovereignty over their natural resources, and
strengthen the United Nations' role in international economic cooperation. The Action Plan also recommended the development of an international code of conduct for technology transfer that meets the needs and conditions of developing countries, adopts and applies an international code of conduct on the actions of multinational companies, and ultimately drafts a Letter of Rights and Economic Duties of Governments to help create a new system of international economic relations
based on equity. Sovereign equality and interconnected interests between developed and developing countries. Regardless of the attitude towards the demands of developing countries to amend the rules governing international economic relations, it cannot be forgotten that one of the problems facing these countries in their development process is their need to introduce quantitative and qualitative reforms to their countries. Until recently, leaders of developing countries pointed to sharp
differences in income and wealth distribution between rich and poor countries, but barely recognized inequalities in the same direction in their home countries. In other words, the problem of foreign debt in developing countries and interest in reducing foreign dependence is closely related to domestic economic and social changes that should occur in these countries. While developing countries were able to introduce drastic changes to the rules governing international economic relations
on the view that they are contrary to their interests, the international economic reality was on a different path than introducing the necessary changes in the laws governing economic relations between developed countries, requiring recognition of the new role that Japan and the European community have played in the global economy. Have. The origin of the annual G-7 summits, which 1975, on the initiative of France and in partnership with the United States, Japan, Germany, Britain,
Italy and Canada, is no coincidence. Summits were initially limited to monetary economic issues, but political issues were later addressed. On the Occasion of the Summit In 1991, months before the collapse of the USSR, there was a debate over the role of the G-7 in the scenario of international relations. While there is no clear agreement on its true scope, the dynamics of international relations and the end of the East-West conflict in practice have turned the G-7 into a directory of
international relations, which does not mean the decline of the United Nations, but its empowerment of producing some additions within the G-7 based on five powers: the United States and Canada? The European Community? Japan and southeast Asian countries are the community of independent countries head of the G77 or developing countries internationalization of the company of most companies that decide to internationally adopt the old trial and error plan. Deciding what and
how many markets to deal with, how to get into them, the type of organization that needs to be adopted there are instead decisions that require rigorous strategic analysis. A large number of companies face internationalization as a way to grow, without realizing that overseas sales can reduce their profits and include risks not taken in the domestic market. Being international is costly, because the goal is not to be bigger but to be better. To compensate for the costs of internationalization,
value must be added to the company. Being an international company aims to gain competitive advantages that allow it to overcome competition. That's why the managers of a company should ask the question at the beginning of the internationalization process: Will it work better with my company being international? Will it improve our competitive position in the market by being international? What competitive advantages can we achieve by becoming an international company?
Answering these three questions requires careful analysis. Successful companies deserve visualization from the beginning of the process of goals that they hope to achieve by being international. So if we have a clear vision of competitive goals or benefits at the beginning of the process that we hope to achieve, decisions to achieve them will not be made randomly, but as a result of a strategic plan. The process of internationalization of the company is an increasingly dynamic and global
economic environment, and progressive globalization of markets is reflected, on the one hand, in the huge growth of global trade in the last decades of the 20th century, and on the other hand, in the boom in direct investment abroad, which for this time also grew at unexpected rates. Internationalization in such an environment seems increasingly necessary for domestic companies. However, this decision depends on careful analysis if it is to be true. Ago That research shows us that
having vision for the future and learning talent are two common features with companies that have succeeded in their internationalization process. And in order to be able to access them more easily, it needs to have a strategic analysis and a strategic plan of business. If we are to be international, our goal should be to gain competitive advantages, and there are several advantages that can be achieved by internationalization: efficiency, flexibility, learning, credibility and companionship
with customers. · Efficiency. It has 3 main sources of gain: comparative benefits, economies of scale, and their systems. Today's comparative advantages do not allow us to face a strong competitive position with international trade, but rather allow them to be exploited globally to deliver efficiency to the company. Economies of scale are perceived as savings at the cost of producing a good one or service, because of lower fixed costs, an important source of efficiency and competitiveness
internationally. Their systems, including how companies develop based on their experience in different countries, allow them to succeed in developing international strategies. This is the case for multinationals such as Nestlé, UNILEVER, PROCTER and GAMBLE, which exert its accumulated knowledge at a cost in the countries in which they arrive. · Flexible. Companies can achieve a better competitive position by gaining flexibility through their international expansion. The first way to
achieve this is by diversifying, which no longer reduces geographical risk by relying on a single market. In addition, when operating in several markets, you can better defend yourself against competition because you no longer have to do so only in your home country. · Learn. Learning that companies develop in foreign markets is another important source of competitive advantage, as there are other well-known ideas and other innovations about products, services, distribution,
marketing, advertising, etc. where only competition can be learned. In addition, companies can always be more competitive if they are the most demanding markets in Perth. · Credit. For a company, internationality adds credibility and value to its customers who appreciate those products currently mentioned in the best markets. You can't compete internationally in wine if the product is not in the best restaurants in European capitals. · Mobile customers. Many companies must follow their
clients, such as audits and consulting firms and banks. Citibank has accompanied U.S. multinationals to move around the world. In short, when setting up an internationalization process company it must conduct an indiscriminate analysis of the competitive advantages that they can achieve at the level That once identified, it will allow you to make decisions about the process, much clearer and more logical. 1. The process of entering the international only when the company has clarity
on the benefits gained through internationalization, can we start to respond to strategic dilemmas: What markets to import? What market strategy? What kind of organization? Which market to address first is a decision in which we cannot carry with fashion or for the decision of our competitors. And not only do they rely on the result of analyzing variables such as: market size, tariffs and tariff barriers, transportation costs, competition levels, taxes, etc. Variables related to the selection of
countries are variables that respond to the competitive advantages that the company seeks to emphasize or gain. Bodegas Torres de España, for example, chose to settle in Chile for its comparative benefits (climate, soils, vines) to produce wine and export from there. Burgas Torres did not care as much as the domestic market nor the local competition, but the quality of the raw materials, the positive image of Chilean wines and the ease of foreign investment granted by the country.
Likewise if a jewellery manufacturer seeks credibility and international recognition it must settle in New York or Geneva and if it follows the volume in Tokyo. In the face of the decision how best to do this, if we gradually move forward with entering a country first and then in others, it is still very important to know what competitive advantage is being stated and what resources we need to make that decision. If the company is looking to learn, gradually it is better, if you are looking to export
volume and achieve economies of scale, it may be better to enter several countries at the same time to reach an efficient speed. The company's strategies have different strategies or ways to invest in other countries. The best known of these are: exports? Direct investment to start or buy a joint venture company or joint venture with local or foreign partners licenses...... Through franchises, government and/or production strategy contracts must be defined based on purpose or competitive
advantage as obtained internationally. It is often observed that the strategy chosen by companies is copied from other companies in the sector or responds to the use of a fusion opportunity that is believed to not be repeated. The strategy should be based on the goal the company pursues: if economies of scale seek to achieve a minimum efficient size, the most logical thing that seems to be exports. If the high cost of product research and development is to be increased, and there is no
interest or possibility of entering foreign markets, it seems the most appropriate. License technology to other manufacturers. When the selected destination market is larger than the origin market, wrapped in its trading and distribution practices, various customs and consumption habits, tax barriers, and significant government bureaucracy, it would be better to access the market to acquire a good local partner and do joint ventures. The organization of the nature of competitive advantage
seeks to internationalization determines the type of organization to assume, if the company seeks to take advantage of knowing how it is using it in other countries, it will be reasonable during stage 1 of the process to send trained staff at home, and once the technology has been moved and the training is developed, local employees will decide. If the company is looking to infiltrate another country essentially to learn from it and its competitors and diversify the risk with a good base there,
it is better to go to the market, having an autonomous subsidiary that is managed by someone with a business profile, entrepreneurship and knowledgeable market. If the company is intended to export to a country, without too much influence on it, it makes sense to focus decisions on the parent company and have a manager with a manager profile in the selected market. Our future prospects and learning talent pointed to two characteristics of companies that achieved success in the
international field, one of which is the vision of the future, which we es touched on, and the other the field of learning. While it is true that a company that has a clear vision of its strategic goals and the competitive advantages it hopes to achieve as an international is less confused, no doubt not everyone is predictable from the beginning and participating in its internationalization process will inevitably shut up and make mistakes. What matters is that these are lessons that are learned, not
the legacy of a few people in the organization, and allow the organization to go ahead and add new capabilities in a spiral process in which the central axis learns. The key is that the company adapts over time, uses all its accumulated learning, avoiding repeating past mistakes, itself and competing. Globalization and global strategy before going on this issue is worth creating some impeachments and distinctions on current issues that have become popular and which are being exploited
when it comes to specifying their content and scope. · GLOBAL: Instead of using this term to determine a specific type of international strategy (global strategy), it is used to replace the international term. This seems to be because today's entrepreneurs are willing to have a global strategy rather than just an international one. Forget the term in the past Used for the difference between national and non-national nogosios. As a result of the widespread use of the universal term, we have
missed the possibility of a difference between different types of global strategies that lead to the deception of CE Executives and believed that having a global strategy has a global strategy. To this end, we must make it clear that the international term applies to any kind of economic activity abroad of origin. Global and multilingual idioms will point to a variety of global strategies. Multilingual refers to the strategy for each country or region in isolation, and the overall strategy is a strategy
that focuses countries and regions together and seamlessly. A multi-agency enterprise can use both types of strategies for its global businesses. For example, General Electric uses a global strategy for its turbine engine business and a multi-focal strategy for its appliances. · Country or nation: The process of the formation of European society has questioned the traditional concept of nation or country. From their market perspective, companies wishing to enter will be able to develop a
global strategy at the continental level, and we will use the term region as the most suitable to refer to areas formed by multiple countries, in case the European community, NAFTA, Mercosur, etc. The term country will be used to designate a single country or small group of countries (benelux case), which from an administrative point of view of companies calls it a single space or unit. · Global Business: This is one that performs significant and extensive operations on more than one
continent. A global business is defined as a business that produces and sells in numerous countries and continents. So it's not a global export-based business, it's international. 1. Integrated global strategy is one of the most important challenges of today's managers is to transform a series of national businesses into a single global business with an integrated global strategy. However, this is not easy. Numerous forces hinder the globalization or globalization of companies around the
world in the sense of expanding their participation in foreign markets, but they also need globalization in a different direction and integrating their global strategy. This integrated globalization differs from the approach of multinationals who establish national branches to design, produce and distribute goods or services, according to local needs. This model is currently being questioned, can be regarded as a multilingual strategy and is different from a truly global strategy. The first question
that company executives have to ask themselves today is: To what degree is my company global and to what degree should the business strategy be global?. An industry is global or global as it has With other countries and its business strategy it is global as it is integrated for several countries. The overall strategy does not refer to a specific standardized product or service. It's a flexible mix of multiple elements and requires survival as the changes came to us. Reducing tariff and non-
tariff barriers, rapid technological investment and development, growing competition between countries, communications and computational revolution, the maturity of local markets, the growing similarity of countries to consumer demands, increased foreign competition in local markets, etc., are all more reasons for business globalization. An example of global competitors are Japanese who have succeeded in competing on an integrated global basis. Their central approach to global
competition has allowed them to conquer Western markets, which was not initially understood by U.S. companies. However, U.S. companies like Black and Decker are a great example of a company that assumes global strategy, in the face of external and domestic threats from competition. With its strategy of producing and distributing standardized products around the world, foreign (Japanese) Makita was a low-cost manufacturer that could continuously increase its market share and
had founded international black and decker fifdoms, which, along with the national schweinist attitude, thwarted the coordination, development and introduction of new products. Squeezed by black and decker competition, he turned to globalization in practice by enabling an important program to develop new standardized goods that can be distributed around the world with minimal modification. At the same time, the company prioritized design, consolidated global advertising,
strengthened the organization by assigning performance managers a greater role in coordinating with national administrations, and acquired General Electric's home appliance business. All of the above economies allowed economies of scale and less proliferation of efforts, which reversed their revenues by 30% between 1986 and 1990. 2. The components of a global strategy are three different components: the basic strategy: the foundation is a sustainable strategic advantage and is
first constructed, not necessarily for the host country. Without a strong core strategy, a global business cannot think of a global strategy. · Internationalization of basic strategy: This can be achieved through the international expansion of activities and the implementation of the basic strategy. Companies need to master the principles of international business principles before trying World. · Globalization of international strategy: achieved by integrating strategy for all countries. It should not
be forgotten that globalization is the opposite of the current practice of manufacturing for local markets. The trading base strategy of different inseparable businesses of a company requires having its basic strategy, which is obtained from the definition of the business, the main parameters of which include the types of customers and the different types of products and services provided. The latter consists of two aspects: the needs they meet and the technology used to meet it. Breadth or
tightness in business definition is a key element of strategic choice and directly affects sustainable strategic advantage. If resources are limited, it is better to dedicate them to maintaining an advantage in a tightly defined business, than stretching them so that no advantage is sustainable. The most sound bankruptcies of recent years follow a very broad definition of business. In more detail, the basic business strategy will include: the type of product or service provided is the type of
customers to satisfy geographical markets to serve the main sources of competitive advantages sustained performance strategy for each of the important activities that add the value of competitive attitude by selecting competitors to face the international strategy of strategy investment when a business expands beyond its domestic market, should the basic business strategy Slow itself internationally. To do this, you have to take action to select geographic markets where you want to
compete. This choice is much more complicated than when it comes to a domestic market. Among the aspects to consider are: trade barriers, differences in laws between countries, languages, tastes and customs. In order to overcome the disadvantages created by internationalization, globalization strategy companies need a globalization strategy that allows them to achieve business efficiency and competitive advantages around the world. Aspects of globalization strategy stem from
analyzing industry conditions and drivers of industrial globalization, its costs and benefits, and understanding how to implement a global strategy using the levers of global strategy. To achieve profits, it is necessary for the business to define its global strategy levers appropriately, in accordance with drivers of globalization and business conditions, for example to use globally standardized products. Keep in mind that the organization's ability to implement the developed strategy will affect
the level of benefits. The competitiveness of today's economy is essentially international and increasingly up. Not a day passes without entrepreneurs paying attention Strong dose of internationalism: foreign competition intensifies; pressures are mounting to go out to other markets, political and economic developments are running, and so on. This disturbs entrepreneurs because it is not easy to accurately understand the impact on the business of all historical events occurring in a hasty
manner. And yet, it is harder to understand the different variables that set a successful international strategy. The internationalist and dipretist airs breathing since the end of World War II have now gained strong wind features, so it could mean a definite incentive for those companies that have calculated their sails well-oriented and the period correctly, and can be overwhelming for companies that have not preparedIsta for entrepreneurs around the world by opening the Berlin Wall in
1990. To raise expectations. It's a new market with cheap labor. For example, it makes sense for Folklogen to invest billions of dollars in its factories in Barcelona, if less than 10 kilometers from its headquarters in Germany, it has former East German workers who cost less than half of Spanish workers and speak German. Apart from what Folk wagon decides, what I want to point out is the enormous inter-link between different national economies and their impact on a particular
company. Apparently, distant news such as eastern European political openness also substantially affected the business of a Mexican auto industry supplier. This fusion is even more clearly seen in the context of economic policy. There are sectors or activities that are affected by the overall state of the economy without being associated with exports and imports. The owner of a coffee shop chain may think that the international economy will have no impact on him, but if it directly affects
him, it is the general state of the country that is clearly affected by the global economic situation. When G7 ministers meet to discuss the dollar's parity, this reflects a possible change in each country's interest rates, resulting in a change in the economic situation of each country. As countries become more apparent to the global economy, the fusion of their economies becomes more apparent. Workers in a country will not be able to call for higher wage increases than inflation in
neighboring countries, as they will put their companies in an unfavorable competitive price position. The traditional model of development was based on the need to industrialization of a country based on products traditionally imported, so the country would develop more and from the outside . Countries of economic miracles such as Asian tigers and even Chile have shown a different path. When betting on import replacements, local producers rarely achieve the efficiency of global
competitors as they are protected by strong tariff barriers. In addition, in many cases the country makes it impossible to invest heavily in technology to develop new products at a good price due to the small market. Therefore, it is difficult for locally developed countries to achieve the quality and low price of products in developed countries, so less developed countries never reach the standard of advanced living and see an even wider gap. The new model is part of the production focus on
the international market through exports. It is a question of specifying that this country can deliver quality and efficiency as a global category, drive the utmost efforts and allow other countries to produce those goods that are best equipped for them. This new approach to development has created the most dramatic increases in living standards in human history. In emerging economies between 1965 and 1985, Percapita's income grew thus for some countries: Singapore 4.25 times,
South Korea 3.75 times, Hong Kong 3.25. Japan 2.5, Mexico 1.75 and while Argentina is not experiencing any growth. One thing is clear: if all countries target the export model that is happening in itself right now, global trade should grow rapidly, everyone should buy from everyone, and what was a relatively autonomous set of national economies and with some trade relations becomes a very tangled framework in which different countries specialize in producing a number of
complementary goods they obtain from it. Over the past 25 years since the 20th century, global trade growth has been higher than global production growth, with the share of goods and services exported and imported worldwide as a whole. Due to the structural characteristics of different economic sectors, not all businesses have the possibility to generate the same profit. However there are some more attractive businesses than others and in all sectors there are companies that do well
and others that perform poorly. Let's look at the topic from the perspective of a full competitive market that features this: the standardized product is no different. · Anyone who wants to compete in the business can do so. · Costs are the same for all manufacturers. · The purchase decision is given only according to the price. This is a theoretical approach, because there is no business or activity that strictly matches its terms and it is not necessary to be a genius to understand that in a
business with Features don't make much money. This happened in Spain with the videostore business, which was very good at first, too many created until the market was saturated, customers who arrived were less and less, the competition generated a drop in prices in a way that costs were no longer covered, thus generating the closure of many institutions. The owner must decide to close when his return is equal to the return on investments in public debt papers. Benefits that can be
achieved above this profitability make up real profits or business profits. From the example above, we can conclude: in a market of full competition it is quite impossible to make real profits in the medium and long term. These appear, but as new competitors enter, business profits will be lost through prices. A company's foundation for earning profits in the medium and long term lies in market flaws, where features that make it different from a full competitive market, and these should be
contrary to market characteristics. There are many products where standardization conditions and similar production costs do not arise; It is in these cases that benefits can be achieved, flaws that are constantly possible to obtain. Market defects create real barriers to entry that make it difficult for new competitors to enter market benefits. These barriers are basically two obstacles: the barrier to entry from the derivative of the product. · The barrier to entry is the result of cost differences
between different manufacturers. These two obstacles in turn are resources of sustainable competitive advantages. What a company should be able to secure profits in the long run is a competitive advantage over its competitors, and the competitive advantage is any corporate feature that highlights it over competition, in the case of its brand Coca-Cola, its credit Mercedes-Benz, Microsoft technology, Toyota's low costs, etc. But to keep profits in a sustainable and successful way, these
companies have something their competitors can't match, though they sometimes imitate them: not only are they competitive but there's one thing that sustains those competitive advantages. This is given with product difference in the eyes of customers and with significantly lower costs than those of the competition. As a source of stable competitive advantage for a late-time company or company that sells a recognizable product, Dieragh can be highly profitable. Distinction Its product
has made Coca-Cola successful and has been a successful company for Microsoft. Today's markets are increasingly prone to differing as there will always be more customers willing to pay more to get a product or service from one company than another. Tamyaz occurs at prices for comparable products, it makes sense that a customer is willing to pay more for a Mazda 626 than a Renault 9, without implying that Mazda has a margin of recognition over Renault. There is also a double
price when Mercedes sells its 190 model, which has a specification similar to the Renaul 21, because potential buyers do not see both cars the same and somehow the market is different. Not only does the price act as a product differentiant, it also performs the quality and image of the brand. The difference can be even more radical and comes from a company's ability to produce a unique property in its patent protected genre, as is the case with the pharmaceutical industry in the
development and research of medicines for specific treatments. Deirdaq is not only given in the production of goods, but also in services imbued and nuanced by the stamp of employees of the company it provides to them. Ace dimeration from Avianka is marked by the quality, conformity and human heat that the company's employees provide to their customers. Developing new products as a way to achieve a competitive advantage is not always the way if it's sustainable, as in the
financial sector that designs increasingly complex products to solve problems for their customers and since these are not patentable, they are easily copied by competition. Sustainability ultimately ensures a competitive advantage. Costs as a source of sustainable competitive advantage is the second most important source of competitive advantage of the ability to achieve sub-competitive costs a company is a leader in sub-competitive costs, as if higher prices for a product or service
similar to or equivalent of that competition will vary. The product or service must be at least comparable to the product competing in its performance and quality. A company capable of achieving clear cost leadership has ensured good profit margins in the medium and long term, which is at least equal to the difference in its costs with the costs of the next competitor unless market conditions change drastically. The cost leader achieves a very strong position in the market, almost
unattainable, and when only lowering prices is slightly or equivalent: offering a better product or service at equal prices. Ability to gain advantage Costs mainly depend on the technology used. Economies of scale used in automobiles require assembly of plants designed to produce 300,000 units per year based on continuous assembly lines. It is also possible to obtain an important raw material at a lower cost than competition. This is the case of a possible assembly of a steelmaking plant
in Guajira near Cerrejón, enjoying a lower cost coal in the mine. Some suppliers in the automotive industry have linked their IT systems with their customers' systems achieving significant reductions in design and logistics costs, thanks to permanent virtual calls. We have pointed to lower production costs, as these are a small fraction of the total costs in most current products. The design of a product has in many cases been outslied by long and costly research and development work,
and has also succeeded in high marketing and marketing than others. It should not be forgotten that Western economies are increasingly supported in the service sector, which currently takes more than twice the share of industrial sectors in GDP. Customer service as a source of sustainable competitive advantage when a company develops or sells a product or service is creating value for its customers. If customers were not valued for an offer they didn't buy, then the ability to make a
profit starts by creating value for customers. For example, the invention of fridges freed housewives from daily purchase obligations, thus freeing up some time for other activities, creating great value. But creating value is not enough to ensure profits, the structure of the sector should allow some of that value to remain in the sector, without allowing customers or suppliers to make it fully fit. The only thing that will guarantee this will be product dimification or cost leadership. Providing
fantastic services to customers is partly a source of competitive advantage, but it requires their sustainability from dimitation or lower cost. Leading the industry as a source of sustainable competitive advantage sometimes requires a leader in a sector to compete successfully. General Electric has a philosophy of competing in those businesses where it is able to be first or second, abandoning those sectors where they do not occupy that position or see no chance of occupying them in the
short term. However, this doesn't seem to make much sense. Being a leader in one sector usually means having the biggest market share, i.e. selling more than any other competitor. This in itself does not mean more benefits. In Spain, for example, leading banks such as Banstow and Hispano are less profitable than popular or Bilbao Wizkia In terms of size they are smaller; in our country BIC was stronger and more profitable before its merger in Bancolombia. While in many cases cost
leadership is achieved through economy of scale, there are companies that spend a lot of wealth trying to bite market share on their competitors even though they want to be leaders and believe that their costs, being big, will automatically go down. So it's not industry leadership that provides tremendous benefits but possession of a defensible competitive advantage, an advantage that can lead to a strong sector leadership position. Sustainable competitive advantage and companies
have the vast majority of companies have a stable competitive advantage, as it is not easy to gain, as by definition all competitors will try to emulate. This makes many companies make some efforts to make a difference and partly to reduce costs, without actually achieving it. These companies are in a difficult situation, as customers are interested in low prices or looking for a difference in product or service. Therefore, companies usually reduce their margins to stay in the market, almost
because their profits depend on the overall state of the sector and not on their own actions. Companies need to gain a defensible competitive advantage: conduct analysis of the structural characteristics of the sector. · Focusing on those elements from which you plan to achieve a competitive advantage, you largely ignore others, as it's hard to gain more than one advantage in a time. This has always come through product differenties or through cost. It should not be forgotten that every
feature is unreliable in the long run, so the company must work permanently to maintain its advantage to increase diversity and reduce costs. Innovation and competitiveness can be successful internationally for a variety of product reasons: for their price, for their quality, for their design, or just because they have a wider business network or have developed more advertising. But how has it been possible for these products to be more competitive and how they are produced? The answer
will always be: through innovations. Innovation is synonymous with change, an innovative company that changes, evolves, does new things, offers new products, and adopts new production processes. Today's companies are obliged to be innovative if they want to survive, otherwise they will soon arrive and outsse competitors. The pressure is very strong, because products and processes in general have an ever shorter life cycle. This process comes from three basic aspects: technical
progress. Current products can disappear sharply due to the emergence of new products with better usefulness. Current quest to find out Technologies or improvements are very much available ones. Who remembers black and white TV? Internationalization of the economy. Competition is intensified not only by developed countries but also by unsymatisking countries such as Asian tigers. · Desmasification of markets. The desire to produce increasingly customized products is tailor
made aimed at specific markets. This process pushes for greater flexibility in production processes. 1. Life cycle stages are generally considered four: introduction, growth or development, maturity, and decline. · Introduction. This is the first step in which sales are slowly growing. The product is in the introduction and buyers are skeptical. Some technological deficiencies may not be solved at all. · Growth. The product increases its acceptance in the market and makes it interesting. There
is strong growth in sales. More manufacturers emerge willing to produce it, if possible, as sales expectations are stimulating. · Maturity. At this point the market is completely saturated. The product has sold out a lot, and the war between competitors focuses on prices and differences. · Reduce. Buyers are declining. Sales are likely to fall because the product is obsolete, due to the emergence of new products that perform similar functions. Technology is also subject to a life cycle:
embryonic, growing, and puberty. However, the life cycle is not fatally followed, product renewal may occur as a result of innovation in the production process or in some product sub-system. Such is the case of sailing, rejuvented with exercise practice, a handheld writing machine by electricity, which goes to decline in front of the appearance of the computer. Ongoing changes in technology are very slow when research begins on a new technology, one obstacle is solved and the other
appears. However, the time comes when the main problems are solved, and with additional costs small the benefits improve quickly. After this rapidly growing phase, progress is re-stabilized. The company must spend more than ever before to maintain the same rate of progress or be forced to accept a lower rate. This happens because technology is close to its limit. This stage of stagnation usually coincides with one important fact: other companies or other companies, small as a rule,
experience another technology. Your steps are likely to be slow at first, but new technology may be the old one most. This is a technological disconnection, which is against the transition from one group of products or processes to another. This rapid advance of new technology Go unededly by existing companies and cause a sudden fall in their sales. Business history is filled with such things: electromechanical cash register sales, which in 1972 housed 90% of the U.S. market, dropped
to just 10% in 1976 after the advent of electronic boxes; most transistor vacuum tube manufacturers did not survive. Innovation is not a solitary process, but a battle between invaders and defenders. At the time of discontinuing the advantage is usually from attackers that often have nothing to lose and much to gain. The defense company barely reacts, changing your habits; it's easier for you and you'll find it safer, to continue investing in past technology. The best companies abandon old
technology in time and categorically launch themselves into new technology. The conclusions are clear: companies need to get used to change, they need to attack themselves and defend themselves at the same time, Innovation is risky, but don't innovate is even more risky. This is understood by leading companies such as IBM, Prokter &amp; Gamble, Gould, etc. 1. The concept of innovation and thermology of R&amp;D technology (R&amp;D) on innovation is a common concept: a
new idea implemented or realized. Innovation is a process in which it develops from an idea, invention or recognition of the need for a useful product, technique or service until it is commercially accepted. Shumpeter, an Austrian economist, was the first to highlight the importance of technological phenomena in economic growth. In 1934, he defined innovation in the general sense through five stages: 1- an introduction to the market for a new good that consumers are not yet familiar with.
2. Introducing a new production method, not yet experienced in the industry in question, which requires a new scientific discovery. There is also innovation through a new way to commercially deal with a new product. 3. Opening a new market in one country, whether it exists in another country or not. 4. Conquer a new source of raw material supply or semi-finished products, again regardless of whether this source has already existed or been created. 5. Implementing a new structure in a
market, such as reaching the monopoly position. There is a point that innovation is the key element that explains competitiveness. Michael Porter points out that one nation's competitiveness depends on its industry's ability to innovate and improve. All definitions have common reality that innovation ends with successful market introductions. If there are new products, services or processes There is no innovation in the market. Innovation fails when, even if the product or service works
technically, it does not achieve a position in the market. Now there is a close relationship between the concepts of competitiveness and innovation: to say that new products need to succeed is practically the same as to say that they must be competitive that features value-building. This new product or process provides a real social tool, allowing users to achieve improvements such as: greater comfort, comfort, safety, energy, quality or aesthetics. Therefore, defined innovation does not
necessarily depend on technology, which is perceived as the industrial application of scientific exploration. Self-service stores at the time were innovations that did not require changes in products or processes. Leasing is a well-known case of financial services innovation, just as the franchise is a management innovation. Others combine with technology such as ATMs to use credit cards and savings accounts. When innovation is related to science and technology, it is called
technological innovation, which implies the introduction of a technical change in products or processes. 1. Basic research, applied research and technological development in the innovation process, one that is regarded as appropriate (research and development) is often separated and broken into three classes: basic research, applied research and technology development. · Basic Research. Includes all those main works that aim to gain new scientific knowledge about the basics of
visible phenomena and facts. In this type of work properties, structures and relationships are analyzed and their aim is to formulate hypotheses, theories and laws. Their results are generally not intended to achieve any specific lucrative goals and are published in specialized journals. · applied research . It includes original works aimed at acquiring new but directional scientific knowledge to a specific practical purpose. It is closely related to basic research because it uses possible results
and studies new methods and tools to achieve its specific goal. The results are a range of new products or even a limited number of operations, procedures and systems. The results of the patent are remarkable. · development technology . The use of different scientific knowledge to produce new materials covers devices, procedures, systems or services, or significant improvements. It performs systematic work based on existing knowledge, from applied research or practical experience.
Its first goal is to launch a novelty or Improving concrete. For testing, experiments are carried out on prototypes or in an experimental factory, however computer simulations are increasingly being used today. It is necessary to sort some of the basic concepts expressed above. The first thing to specify is an invention made up of an idea, design or model for a new or complete device, product or system. The concept of innovation is wider than the previous one because it goes further and
doesn't end up in the invention market. The origin of technology is precisely in invention; There's a phrase that clarifies all of the above: You can only discover what already exists, instead you can only check what doesn't exist, a new car for example. Science is discovered, machines are invented. Every invention should include the approach of a problem and a resolution. Although patents are patented, many do not necessarily lead to technological innovations. The invention of
knowledge production is new while innovation is the first commercialization of an invention. Invention does not become an innovation but rather tangible in a well accepted by the market and widely published. The invention factor is a technician or scientist, while the innovation factor is the entrepreneur. However, it is not always possible to establish very clear boundaries between them. Previously, inventions for application should have hoped that technical, economic and social
conditions would be conducive to their implementation. In other words, innovation sought invention. Today the interest in innovation is motivated by invention, the plot reversed. Invention as an institution that is destroyed by the importance of the two elements that frame it: the scientific progress that is before it and the innovation that follows it. 1. The innovative process of a process that occurs from producing an invention to putting it on the market has led numerous authors to build a set
of models from presenting the process in the simplest way as a linear process, to propose a model that better reflects the complexity of the innovative process, allowing them to understand the trail path and the different stages involved in it. The innovative process is a complex and varied activity, with many components in engagement, which act as sources of new ideas, it is very difficult to discover the implications that a new reality can offer. 2- Innovation classes of the word innovation
have a wide range. Almost everything fits, from penicillin or transistor to small modification in the packaging of a product. is that we put all innovations in one basket even if they don't get the same importance, We can make them different: major or radical innovations. They are the ones who represent a sudden break from the previous state. They produce structural improvements in cost-free results. · Inse boosting innovations. They are formed by improvements in processes or products
already known. It is especially concrete in cost reduction. The Japanese are great d releases of inso boost innovations (Kaizen). However, some think that today is not enough, the steady improvement of the '80s is no longer enough. Crazy time requires crazy companies. And mostly, not to say that all the value created by the company, whatever its size or sector, comes from two sources of intelligence and imagination. It then moves from a preliminary situation marked by the presence
of a highly qualified workforce, machines of general type and concern for product or process results, to another where traits prevail in mass production, intensity in capital, less qualified labor, and an overall reduction in costs. 1- Business strategy and technology strategy, although companies constantly use technologies, they are not interested in themselves. They are the only means to achieve your goals of selling and achieving profits. So it should come as no surprise that the first
developments of a business strategy are inspired by financial logic and marketing. However, production managers made their decisions at a lower level and did not fully interfere in the development of the company's strategy, as technology and business strategy were separate compartments. Now the situation has been diverse, and in a strategic and long-term vision of business management technology should be seen as a key aspect. Recent studies have identified this trend, such as
Japan, where about 90% of corporate management is occupied by engineers involved in management work. In the field of business management, the concept of strategy occupies a fundamental place, especially in areas such as sales, finance, manufacturing, etc., instead from a strategic perspective the interest in technology and innovation is very recent. In a broad sense, the strategy deals with medium and long-term goals, and more than all appropriate measures to achieve
predetermined goals. The strategy is to choose, after analyzing the competition and the future environment in which the company will operate, the intensity and nature of such an action. The concept of business strategy in the 1960s was based on product relationship reviews The basis of this strategy was that products should be produced and which markets to lead; then financial and marketing decisions. The technology was not treated equally in defining the strategy, although plants,
equipment and processes required large investments. Ansoff in the 1970s, in its business strategy mission, created concepts such as: competition profile, synergy, strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats, etc., and I also typed business strategies like: being the first in the market based on a strong research and development sector, a follower company with a great capacity to emulate the leader and the cost-effectiveness of the economy of scale. Three public stratigia have
been proposed that could lead to success: a). cost leadership, which requires great facilities to build on series and efficiently. b) Dimitation, which requires the creation of products that are considered unique in the market. c. High segmentation, as one of the specialties in a particular group of buyers, it is a part of the product line or a geographical market. Source: Michael Porter. The Competitive Advantage of Nations. Xavier Vergara Editor. Buenos Aires 1993. This segmentation can
also occur by having the lowest costs (cost leadership) or by product difference, Porter introduces himself the concept of value chain that helps to better design business strategy. In the 1990s there was a sense of dissatisfaction with the existing strategic paradigm. One has the idea that the concepts and tools of analysis used so far do not use much in a new changing competitive environment, characterized by phenomena such as increased emancipation, fragmentation, globalization,
environmental concerns, product customization, technological outages or a rebellion of commercial blocks. The planning process is questioned and implicitly the process of developing strategies, it seems that rapid compliance with the demands of a changing environment is more important than having better strategic approaches. It is in the future that strategy should accommodate ideas from other fields, such as computing about game theory. 4. Technology as a strategic variable in the
1980s highlights the importance of technology for business survival and success, as it bets the quality and cost of its products and determines their present and future competitiveness, through market stocks and financial results. Since the 1970s, technological research and development has begun to receive attention from economic growth scholars, but technology management and its inclusion in From the company is a more recent reality dating back to the early 1980s. Today, these
ideas are fully accepted and in many companies technology is managed at the highest level, as a major strategic variable. The change is recognized as that technology has been the key to success as an important weapon to achieve and maintain a competitive advantage. The use of technology (technological strategy) to gain a sustainable advantage over competitors cannot be determined at the lower levels of the organization, its decision should be taken at the highest level and
integrated into the global strategy. Technological strategy should always be core and should be considered in a technological development plan that clearly represents the selected options. These options implemented by the company and realized in the strategic plan are the result of a previous reflection of the answers to such questions: How does the environment evolve? What business should we compete in in the future? What sector/business offers opportunities for commercial
success? What is our technology in? Is it close to your physical limit? What alternatives are prevented? What new technologies can affect our value chain and increase our profitability? What strategies does competition adopt? What technologies are you developing? How does our technology strategy relate to the company's overall strategy? What are our strengths and weaknesses? The answers to the above questions can be categorized into two large groups: on the one hand, those
related to technology and on the other related to the overall progress of the company. The theory of international trade describes transactions or commodity exchanges in the world economy, governed by the balance of payments, which are governed by the importance of a state (regarded as one of the most important economic actors in the state). It is vital decisions that are directed towards a nation, based on the management of various economic policies that focus on achieving certain
goals in the performance of the economic system, as they are essentially: maximizing production growth; achieving and maintaining a sustainable level of employment; controlling price stability; and; Maintaining the balance of payments the economic theory shows that all countries, including the poorest, have assets - human, industrial, natural and financial - that they can use to produce goods and services for their domestic markets or compete abroad. The economy teaches us that
when these goods and services are simply marketed, the principle of comparative advantage means that countries grow primarily, Their assets focus on what they can best produce, and then exchange these products for products that other countries produce best. The exchange of wealth or products from tropical countries for products from temperate or cold regions boosted international trade, as progress was made in the transportation system and the effects of industrialism were
greater, with international trade rising due to increased capital flows and services in the most backward areas in its development. International trade allows for greater mobility of production factors between countries, resulting in the following benefits: 1- Each country specializes in products that are more efficient in allowing it to make better use of its manufacturing resources and raise the living standards of its workers. 2. Price tends to be more stable. 3. Makes it possible for a country to
import goods that are insufficient and not produced domesticly. 4. It is possible to deliver products that exceed consumption to other countries in other markets. (Export) 5. Balance between scarce and excessive. 6. The movements of the entry and exit of goods to balance in the international market. 7. The payment balance sheet reports that a variety of international transactions have been made by the inhabitants of a nation in a given period. Economic theory evolved because, little by
little, leading economists of their time helped to understand the phenomena of increasing trade between countries, from colonial invasions to today, mercantic and classical theories, to better understand how international economic theory evolved. MERCANTILIST'S THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE BEGAN WITH A MERCANTILISTIC VISION, WHICH STATES THAT INTERNATIONAL TRADE BENEFITS IN TERMS OF TRADE, MERCANTILIST WRITERS CREATE1 THAT
WEALTH CONSISTS OF MONEY, REGULATES FOREIGN TRADE TO PRODUCE PRECIOUS METALS AVAILABLE AND MAINTAINS FAVORABLE TRADE BALANCE BECAUSE IT PRODUCES SOME KIND OF NATIONAL BOOM, MERCANTILISTS CONSIDERED THE FACT THAT INTERNATIONAL TRADE IS FAVORABLE, BECAUSE, ACCORDING TO THE REPORT, They provided precious metals (gold and silver) and it was precisely their accumulation that made a
government economically rich and politically powerful. The relationship between trade balance and precious metals was found when mercantilists argued that any favorable (unfavorable) balance was related to the entry (withdrawal) of precious metals and the amount of that movement was due to equilibrium. Mercantilists demanded that the government adopt a policy of full promotion Exports and complete restrictions on imports. It should be noted that while this is the contribution of
Mercantiists in the general theory of international trade, it is marked by pencil, as Adam Smith critically stated that money was falsely equal to capital and that the desired trade balance was equal to the annual balance of income on consumption, and that a country's wealth is not just gold and silver, but in lands, houses and buckets of consumption of all kinds. Mercantilists, on the other hand, basis for what is now known as quantitative money theory, which states that prices vary directly
proportionally to the amount of outstanding and indirect money proportional to the total volume of goods sold. Mercantilists pointed to the relationship between the amount of money and the price level, they noted, which also did the money supply as the price level increased, thereby noting that the reason for the increase in price levels compared to other countries is lying in the presence of a larger amount of circulation (precious metals). Therefore, higher supply of circulation was
incompatible with favorable trade balance and limited imports of precious metals by increasing the price as a result, as rising prices would cause a country to lower its exports and stimulate its imports. Classical theory while the Mercantiists were influenced by the political and social conditions of their time (the formation of national governments in this way and the flourishing of conductive), classics were influenced by the philosophy of illustration (where he highlighted the policy of free
change in foreign and free competition internally). They also saw that the catalyst element of economic activity was individual interest, and they considered that work was the only productive factor that produced any value (value-work theory), so they focused all their attention on what human work produces: commodity, this is a big difference from what was raised in previous centuries, where precious metals were the only source of value. The absolute advantage is why Adam Smith
favored the freedom of international trade because he discovered that the wider the markets, the more opportunities for expertise in his economy, the main way to increase labor productivity (human clock production) and thus produce, earn and improve the nation. Adam Smith introduces the theory of work value, through the meaning of absolute advantage, which states that a country with two products for sale, one of which is easier for him to produce than the other, It quite points out
that the country is good at buying it that will benefit the biggest cost of production and will sell which is good to produce, so based on the above, it points out that free trade between nations is mutually beneficial and can raise the standard of living, so that enough trade is done. David Ricardo's adaptive advantage is determined by bringing more rigidity and depth to analysis, the principle of comparative advantage, as the principle of absolute advantage for the performance of international
trade is not possible. Because for Richard, better production means producing using less labor (labor). It is important to remember that at the time Richard wrote his work, and for most of the century before, the work was seen as the productive factor that valued the goods. 5A The main concept of comparative advantage is that countries will export goods that are produced more efficiently and import less-produced goods. The main purpose of international trade is profit, which will take
place when transactions between countries take place. That's why David Ricardo introduced a model of relative advantage based on differences in labor productivity, where he points out that in a competitive economy we need to know the relative prices of the economy's commodities, including the price of one good in another view and thus maximizing profits. For this purpose, the following assumptions are suggested as adaptive advantages model: - the existence of two countries. -
Everyone knows how to produce everything with constant technology. - The theory of work value. Therefore, the value of prices is determined by its content in the production of human working hours. - The technology of the economies of these countries is summarized by labor productivity in each industry. Productivity will be expressed in terms of the requirements of the labor unit. Is, the number of working hours required to produce a good unit according to the requirements of the labor
units to produce another good one (or vice versa), from one country; - Labor productivity varies in both countries. It is that each country fulfills the requirements of different units of work per hour, both to produce a good unit and a unit of another good one. - There is no internal mobility of production factors, it works in this case. Because it is difficult and unavailable to carry out its workforce from country to country by workers. - There is no tariff or shipping fee (no tariff barrier.) that no
taxes are paid for the export and import of goods from country to country. - There are costs So there is no fixed return on the scale, because it will always win the same. - Full competition (price cost). Because there is complete information. - The same tastes and preferences. People don't care about good shopping from both one country and another. - Ricardo's reasons in terms of full employment. Since there are no unemployed resources, all resources will be used when the balance is
achieved, so it will occur on the production facilities curve. - The concept of opportunity cost is included, where both countries are considering producing well where they are most efficient; each of the different ways the victim produces a certain number of good, to produce another unit of another good. - Tell me the law applies. Where everything that is produced is equal to what is asked. - Relative prices vary in each country, as relative prices are not set abroad, but an average price is
determined. So the relative price for each country is determined according to the requirements of the labor units in the production of a good one according to the other good, which occurs within one country. When the assumptions were presented, David Ricardo's model has exemplary comparative advantages: suppose Country A produces coffee with 100 men a year, while it would require 120 men if it was to produce corn. In turn, Country B produces coffee with 80 men, while to
produce corn it needs 90. Then trade will be beneficial for both countries, as Country B will be able to devote all its men to corn making production and buying coffee from Country A. In that case, he occupied 80 men in corn production, allowing him to buy coffee that required 90 people to work, which would have saved the work of 10 men. For the country part of that A is also a saving, since with 100 work it could have increased coffee which is by wine that would have meant 120 men in
its production. He added: While the Ricardi model of international trade helps to understand the reasons for trade and the effects of trade on national prosperity, wrong arguments that do not coincide with reality are also raised. Because first of all Richard suggested a degree of extreme expertise that is not observed in the real world. As a second point, it also abstracts the broad effects of international trade on a country's income distribution, and therefore argues that countries serve as a
full benefit of trade when in practice they do not. Third, the model does not identify the difference in resources between countries as a cause of trade, ultimately, the potential role of economies of scale as a cause of trade is ignored, which makes it ineffective in explaining large trade flows between nations Similar. However, despite the flaws diagnosed in the model, Ricardo helped make the basic forecast - that countries tend to export goods where they have relatively high productivity -
that have been confirmed over time Source: Krugman, Paul. International economy. Theory and Politics. Edit. mcgraw hill . 4th Edition, 1999, P.24 Balance of Payments is a document in which all economic transactions and changes in the financial position of the residents of a country are systematic in relation to non-residents, the balance of payments is made up of the following accounts: - Current account - Capital account - Errors and omissions - Variety of international reserves of the
current account of trade records in goods, services and transfers of residents of a country in relation to non-residents, current account to Three important things are divided: trade balance, service balance and transfers. Trade balance. Exports and imports of goods from a country, the trade balance of goods on the export side is composed of two types of balance: the balance of oil goods and the balance of non-oil goods covers the balance of oil goods, exports and imports of crude oil,
natural gas and others. In the case of the balance of non-oil commodities, the agricultural sector that covers the products of 6 economic sectors is grouped: agriculture, forestry, livestock, poultry, fisheries and games; : Food, textiles, wood, paper, oil derivatives, petrochemicals, chemicals, plastics, non-metallic minerals, steel, mining, metal products, machinery and equipment, and other manufacturing industries. Within the manufacturing field, the sub-account of maquiladoras10 and the
rest is also derived. The trade balance on the import side is composed of three types of equilibrium: the balance of consumer goods, the balance of intermediary goods, and the balance of capital goods. Consumer goods, those of catalygadas as the first intermediate commodities, are semi-finished goods that can be used to produce other finished use goods. This balance includes the construction of makila and without makila and goods related to exports and non-exports. Capital goods
are usually the final goods that contribute to the production process to take the goods out of Intermediaries and ends. This balance is structured by the items of exporting and non-exporting companies. Balance of services. Exports and imports register services from a country. Transfer. They are the accounting items of movements, whether real or financial, which are made regardless. They can be done in cash or kind and divided into private and public. The capital account of all
transactions is recorded with financial assets and liabilities. Errors and omissions are a statistical remnant used to balance the statement. In addition, information comes from various sources that do not always have the same information; The diversification of international balance sheet adjustment reserves or official reserve settlements indicates the financing of external imbalances by the Bank of Mexico. For example, if the total balance of the current account plus the capital account is
negative, for example the deficit of payments, the demand for surplus currency translates to payments for the net acquisition of goods, services, and assets. In these cases the Bank of Mexico will be forced to offer the necessary BARRERAS currencies to international trade to correct the imbalance of payments, governments will reasonably seek to encourage exports. But in some cases they will be tempted to take advantage of harmful measures for other countries, so they can provoke
adverse reactions. In addition, there is always the temptation to create barriers to import. There are several types of barriers to import. Rationing is few obstacles: the government imposes a limit on the quantity of the product by granting import permits in a limited way. Tariffs are tax barriers: the government determines a customs fee that increases the domestic sale price of the imported product, so its demand will decrease. Administrative barriers range from complex customs
procedures that delay and make the movements of goods more difficult, to complex health and quality standards that differ from those of the rest of the world, from selling domestically to products that are not explicitly made for the country. International agreements to break these barriers will be of no use if there is a clear and solid liberalization. The notion of political leaders will always be able to uncover new non-forbidden methods that hinder imports. The most recent and sophisticated
obstacles that have ever been devised are cars The agreement between the United States and Japan under which Japan voluntarily limits the amount of products it sends to Americans. Export promotion tools are of a variety of types: commercial, financial and financial, governments providing administrative facilities, information and consulting services, and even directly promoting products originating in the country through advertising, international exhibitions and exhibitions, export
grants mainly loans and export credits. , often with very low interest rates, and government insurance covers business risks including the risk of political or war disruptions. Donations should include monetary rate measures that operate on exchange rates and make domestic products cheaper abroad. Tax tools include tax breaks, tax refunds and direct subsidies. These tools have the lowest internationally accepted because they can lead to dumping conditions, while a product sold
abroad at prices lower than domestic and even at prices below its cost. Complaints against ecological and social dumping have doubled in recent years. Exports with low artificial prices achieved by highly polluting and harmful environmental production methods are called organic dumping. Exports at artificially low prices obtained through low-paid or slavery workers, child labor, prisoner labor, etc. are called social dumping. In the absence of barriers to imports or artificial export
assistance, international movements of goods and services occurred only because of price and quality. That, in matter, is the only sustainable way to improve a country's international position and real exchange relationship: produce more efficiently, more quality, at a lower cost. And to do that, what needs to be done is to improve productive organization, worker training and technology. International Financing and Assistance: The most important goal of any country is to promote
economic and social well-society by proper channeling of capital into investments that yield maximum returns. This concerns both domestic and international financing, including public levels, which take into account the economic aspect, but particularly the public and social aspects and private levels that focus more on the economic field. The problems of international aid go beyond the economic context, because they also include changes in And mentality, a place to promote progress
in modern society. Global capital movements grew at an unusual rate in the early 1990s, although they have always been present in the international borrowing scheme represented in international loans and loans, but these have lost power, lowering the importance of foreign direct investment (EDD) that today is leading the growing trend of economic globalization. This brings with it, trade liberalization, investment, market deregulation and the increasingly largely private sector role in the
head of transnational companies, versus an even smaller government presence. Foreign direct investment has become the driving force behind regions such as Latin America, as it has supported its economic restructuring process, helped enact new technologies and forms of production, and given its further economic growth. Of course, the impact is not always positive, but it depends a lot on the management factors and policies that the receiving countries intend to present in this form
of international financing and the claims of transnational companies that do not always act in favor of global progress. Foreign Direct Investment: This is an attraction that occurs among growing countries, the capital necessary for their best development. Foreign investment is done through: foreign morals of foreign natural persons of foreign economic units without the legal character of domestic companies including the majority of foreign capital. Foreign investment is divided into two
main branches: direct and indirect. Directly carried out by individuals to create, maintain or develop a variety of businesses, also privately, in a foreign country. It is divided below: unique when business capital is exclusively foreign and mixed when foreign and domestic capital is combined. Indirectly, it is captured and used by the government to carry out or apply infrastructure work in state-owned enterprises of an industrial nature. The effects of foreign direct investment on the effects of
foreign direct investment depend on a range of factors in receiving countries such as wealth and electricity distribution, production control, domestic market structure, distribution and use of EDI and its regulatory framework, but also on the goals and trends of transnational companies. A targeted foreign investment allows recipients to increase productivity and competitiveness by promoting exports based on economies of scale, the fact that the need for qualified work will be expanded,
able to assume and adapt technologies with The conditions that will lead to national good will be enhanced by promoting full competition markets that offer quality and prices and increase the country's productive industrial capacity. The truth is that the individual's economic interests, achieved by a number of transnational humanitarian goals, destroy the social stability of countries, deteriorate the environment using dirty technologies, greatly increase unemployment in the region because
it aims to privatize and achieve worker pop-up, due to the unmanalized flexibility that countries have been exposed to attracting new streams. Foreign investment in Latin America should not only be geared toward a simple transfer of capital, but should also encourage the transformation of the recipient country's productive structure with the sole purpose of bringing it into competitive international markets. This insertion should be accompanied by well-managed macroeconomic policies
that promote financial stability, create a productive chain between different national economic sectors and diversify partnerships with other countries. The current stage of globalization has shown its lack of social tendencies, giving leading roles to domestic or foreign private enterprises (STDs) against significant reductions in the role of government, which abandons its ongoing intervention and merely complements market activity in education, health, culture, the environment; Some
neoliberal theorists to the supreme market, which simply entlated divisions, conflicts and irreparable struggles, are against deepening integrity. Countries should do their best to create conducive policies for the entry of foreign investment, but maintain their independence to decide against better use of resources, as most governments are in desperate pursuit of an absurd incentive competition that gives ets few rights and responsibilities and simply translates to undermining national
sovereignty. Capital and technology are the mains of economic development, without which it will not be possible to achieve or poorly achieve production, which will allow investment countries to secure their income in countries that provide adequate guarantees. Economic progress and underdeveloped countries belonging to so-called underdeveloped regions have residents living in conditions of unhealthyness, ignorance and misery. Countries themselves are deficient Communications,
electricity, education, public administration, etc. When comparing the conditions they deprive in an underdeveloped world, with the conditions of developed countries, dramatic scenes arise. Reflecting on these contrasts, it is pointed out that they only represent the problems they can overcome when they achieve development, and that developing countries must overcome it. Economic development factors are four basic forces of development: population, capital, technology and natural
resources together to balance to increase the economic growth of a country that seeks to stand among the progress. It is often shown that rapid population growth means an inevitable decline in population recovery. In this way, in a nation where its economy, where the rate of income growth does not exceed the population, will attract an additional crop population. This is taking faster than growing investment. The population factor is important not only in terms of numbers, but also in
terms of psychological, social and religious elements that either slow down or drive development. Another factor is capital. The formation of capital represents a direct path to progress. However, capital shortages and market smallness lead underdeveloped countries into a vicious cycle that could lead to a downturn in their economies. Raising the development situation in backward countries requires raising gross investment rates, improving capital forgiveness in the field of
manufacturing, and raising domestic savings rates. In the case of technology, the basic force of development is inextricably linked to natural resources. Both walk in the same direction and help each other. In this way, many natural resources must be transformed, or replaced with technology, as may be the case. The danger that technology can pose as a support for the exploitation or transformation of natural resources is shown when it is imitated and has not adapted to the needs and
possibilities of the population that will support them. Developing countries, and especially technology-assisted improvement programs for natural resources, need to be developed to solve problems that lead them to progress, without affecting life patterns that are difficult to eliminate in a short time. To help the least developed countries, the IMF and the World Bank were established to be international entities that lend for development projects. Along with many of the positive effects these
loans have caused some negativity. For example, the international debt of many poor countries is already so massive that they have to allocate the bulk of their economy's returns by simply paying interest on what they owe it. Development Until a few years ago development was perceived as the economic and social progress of the people. That's why we say a country develops when it produces a lot of goods, and that's measured by GDP, GNP. Economic and social progress has
made great progress in humanity, but it has also caused important problems: environmental impacts, depletion of resources, cultural unity, etc. That's why it's been seen in recent decades that it's essential to achieve what's called A.- It's someone who unites the economic and social progress of environmental care with special attention to preserving a planet that is habitable without problems by our descendants. As can be seen in the details below, it is difficult to determine what this type
of development is and how it can be implemented, but if we want to preserve a healthy planet, the goal is essential. 20th century: The time of the development and development of commodity production in the world increased 20 times from 1900 to 1990. The last few decades have been the time for progress in economics and science, because there has been no other equal in history. Humanity can be proud of the achievements they have served to enable millions of people to live in
much more dignified conditions. Some of the rates that measure this progress: a) life expectancy.- These are the years that average people live. Years of life expectancy remained around the age of 30 and were still between 40 and 50 years old in the most advanced countries. It is currently about seventy-five years old and continues to grow. Even in the poorest countries, life expectancy has grown by 15 or 20 years since the 1950s, a significant increase in recent years in some
countries, such as China. The decline in infant mortality has been one of the factors that has mostly affected the increase in life expectancy, but overall all areas of health have made great progress. b) Infant mortality.- In the 17th and 18th centuries, more than 200 children out of every thousand children were born, and even at the beginning of the century, in the most developed countries, more than 100 people died. Fewer than 10 deaths per 1,000 children born are now normal in many
countries. c) The proportion of people working in agriculture - the proportion of workers engaged in agriculture is a simple but highly efficient rate of living standards in a country. When the majority of the population has to work in the countryside, as it was only two hundred years ago, very few goods can be produced other than agricultural and livestock farmers. Currently, only about 2 percent of the population works in industrialized countries. d) Raw materials.- Raw materials such as Oil,
coal, etc. are essential for humans. Worrying about his fatigue is very old. The fact is that pessimistic forecasts have not been met so far and the supply of metals and fuels has been assured. Proof of this is that prices have fallen or remained stable in almost all metals and oil, albeit with sometimes very strong fluctuations such as oil in the 1970s, when exporting countries agreed to make it more important. (a) Food. - Despite the increasing population, food has gott better and cheaper
over the past few decades. A good improving test in food is the increase in average height in all industrialized countries, taking into account that height depends on protein-rich and balanced nutrition. (a) Standard of living.- It is very difficult to measure its value. This is actually a combination of many factors, among which those related to health, life expectancy, health and food are considered particular consideration. By these criteria, it is clear that living standards around the world have
improved. In rich countries, it improves at a faster rate than the poor in almost everything but life expectancy, but also in the poor. The day will come when nations will be judged not by their military or economic power, nor by the magnificentness of their cities and public buildings, but by the well of their people: with their level of health, nutrition and education; for their opportunities to achieve rewards just for their efforts; Because of their ability to participate in decisions that affect their
lives; respect for civil and political liberties; for how the weakest are cared for; and for the protection given to their developing minds and the bodies of their children. International trade policy for exchange between countries of goods and raw materials without restrictions on the type of tariffs, import quotas, or border controls, international trade policies are at odds with protectionism or the promotion of domestic products by imposing import tariffs or other legal barriers to the movement of
goods between countries. The first doctrines on international trade began to develop with the advent of modern national governments during the 15th century. One of the first doctrines of economic policy, known as Mercantilism, dominated Western Europe from the 16th century until around the beginning of the 19th century. Against this doctrine a new economic school emerged in France during the 18th century, developed by a group of theorists known as physicists, followers of French
economist Francois Cusnay. Physicists argued that the free movement of goods and services was normal in order of freedom. Although he had his ideas. Little importance in France affected the thinking of British economist Adam Smith, whose theories on free trade helped develop his country's trade policy. Dominick Salvatore, International Economics, Prentice Hall, 1999. Tariffs define tariffs as taxes that must be paid for the import or export of goods. They can be bravely advertised
(worth), as a percentage of the value of the goods, or specifically as a quantity given per unit weight or volume. Tariffs are used to obtain government revenue or protect domestic industry from import competition. Taxes or expenses that tax products transferred from one country to another. The increase in these tariffs on imported products will increase their prices and make them less competitive within the country's market, in this understanding to limit their marketing Source:
www.definicion.org/arancel Tariffs have been the most important type of trade restriction since taxes on Immortals or exports, the Ad Valorem tariff is expressed as a percentage of the value of the goods exchanged, as long as the specific tariff is a fixed amount per unit, sometimes combined on mixed tariffs, although the most common is the brave tariff advertised on imports. In terms of its economic effectiveness, there is no doubt about the benefits of non-interventional foreign trade,
meaning free trade. But there are a number of facts that recommend or justify, as might be the case, a certain degree of interventionism or protectionism, an international trading regime with full free trade, meaning that a situation where the free movement of goods and services between countries without any restrictions has never happened in economic history. There have been times of greater or less liberalization in international economic relations, but problems have always been
imposed by countries against the free movement of goods. Such regulations are called protectionist measures. Sometimes the goal is to protect an industry that is considered strategic for national security. Other times these regulations are adopted to promote industrialization through a process of replacing imports with products manufactured in the country itself. Another argument is to enable the development of emerging industries, so that industries that could not compete with
industries in other countries that have already developed. Trade policy through tariffs, import quotas, non-tariff barriers and export subsidies, trade policy measures, the most widespread of which affect tariffs. Tariff is a tax that the government wants In order to raise your sales price in the domestic market, and thus protect domestic products from competition suffering from cheaper goods. A tariff tends to raise prices, reduce the amounts consumed and imported, and increase domestic
production, tariff revenues represent a transition to the government by consumers, as consumers do not receive anything against it, but do not represent a cost to society, as the government uses them in its spending budget, another part of consumer payments to domestic companies producing tariff goods in The higher profit format is channeled. Domestic companies are already selling their production at a higher price, pocketing the difference in the price of the new market at a marginal



cost. On the other hand, when tariffs are introduced and when the price in the domestic market increases, certain companies that did not produce before because they had marginal costs higher than the sale price are now added to the market. Entering the production of these companies with high marginal costs implies inefficiency, in other words, a cost to society resulting from tariffs. Consumers and the community are in big tolerant waste when tariffs are established, because resources
derived into the tariff-protected industry could have been efficiently used in other sectors. In addition, consumers incur another cost, indicating a loss of surplus, caused by reduced consumption, briefly causing economic inefficiencies, as the losses caused by consumers exceed the total tariff income earned by the government and the additional benefits that domestic producers receive. Tariff creation briefly has four fundamental effects: it encourages certain inefficient companies to
produce. It instills consumers to reduce their purchases from the good on which tariffs apply below efficient levels. The increase in government revenues allows domestic production to increase. Arguments for and against tariff designations. Defending the national industry. Those who defend this argument argue that avoiding waste is not the only goal of a society. Tariffs encourage job creation by protecting the domestic industry. To compensate for the cheaper labor of other countries.
Two objections can be made to this argument. First, foreign workers are more likely to be less productive. Second, it should be noted that one of the factors explained by international trade is the existence of international differences in factor allocations. Trade appears as a way to exploit the strange conditions of each country's production and take advantage of the benefits Export those products that we can at a relatively lower cost and import products where other countries have
comparative advantages. Defend against subsidies from other countries. The validity of this argument depends on whether the subsidy is in place on a temporary or permanent conditions. If it is permanent, tariffs are justified, if not, there will be domestic producers who will be affected by this action. This is because first, in the face of the arrival of cheap foreign products, domestic producers will have to reduce activity and then, when the subsidy is lost, they will have to increase it. Source:
Francisco Mochón Victor A. Beker, Economy, Principles and Applications, Ed. Mc. Graw Hill, 2nd. edition, 1998. Free trade versus protectionism in international economic relations is the reason for the weakening of any supportive response, a time in the world's economic history, is that a productive sector, or a set of sectors, feels threatened by foreign competition and demand from their governments, actions that avoid such a situation are usually devastating production, employment
and income of sectors or sectors, so it should be much more subtle in searching for the necessary arguments. And there are protection formulas. The first argument is the lack of fair play in business relationships. Such trade relations should be presided over by the free game of market forces, levels similar to foreign liberalization, and non-interference by governments. Second, and repeatedly, the argument is that of low wages; protective measures against imports from countries with
wage levels are well below those demanded in the developed Western world. Allegations of dumping to dry are often used to request protective measures under Article VI GATT. Dumping means that products are being sold, in foreign markets, with prices much lower than those governing domestic markets, as well as, those export markets are experiencing significant distortions as a result of low prices, supportive arguments can be included, by their name, what can be described as the
Japanese problem of the roots of new protectionism. Trade liberalization is a natural byproduct of expansion, supportive reflexes are a natural side effect of the recession; so conservation, whatever form, generates short-term profits, which are more politically cost-effective than defending an economic rationality with diffouting effects. Exchange rate instability, largely derived from the different cyclic positions of major economies and the globalization of financial markets, quickly shifts
benefits and originates protective responses of all kinds; Each regional agreement has elements of protection against third countries. It takes them because it has to respond in some way to the demands of a number of sectors threatened by intra-regional liberalization and seek to survive by reducing the minimum competition of third countries. Explanation of current protectionism. The first sees protectionism as the result of a new distribution of economic power. The result of this
economic leap is the eroding power of free trade, which is unable to clearly impose itself on a changing world without a clear leader; second, approaches have a stronger theoretical framework: the first reason for the exchange, in our present world, is not comparative benefits but the search for economies of scale. The creation of certain protection elements in certain sectors, because the cost of protection may be less than the benefits obtained, individually and socially, when certain
economies of scale are obtained by protected enterprises, third, approaches revolve again around comparative benefits and their transformations. According to this view, the fundamental supportive reactions are the efforts of the developed world to delay changes in comparative benefits affecting some mature industrial sectors. The main formulations of neoprotzation. It is the imposition of quotas on certain imports, but by agreement, in already, the level of little support with exporters, in
other words, the income associated with the quota tax from the manufacturing sector of the importing country, while in some cases remains in the exporting country: quotas raise good prices in the importing country, which makes the producer sector receive higher incomes, and subsidies, more or less covered, may be produced, exports, or both to be granted. Interfering with non-tariff barriers, of different nature and scope, constitutes another protective expression, so minimum prices are
also resources used for protective purposes. It can be said that the non-tariff protection formulas that are currently victorious are met, as can be easily noted, these three features: - they bypass, one way or the other, gatt rules to avoid claims under international agreements. - Apply to certain products, without a general nature. - They only affect certain countries and therefore mutually protect. PROTECTION EFFECTS Static models that, by ignoring time, significantly reduce the field of
analysis. If we dynamite the effects, we can distinguish between immediate effects -- focused on the protected sector -- and derivative effects -- that -- Progressively, reaching the economy as a whole. short term effects . Immediately interfering with external barriers will have an impact on domestic production, which will increase and consumption that will decrease. This requires an increase in domestic prices and a parallel reduction in consumption, with two effects determined by traction
- the price of the supply and demand curve. As a result of protection, investment in the sector increases. Moderate and long-term effects. Three minimum derivative effects that should never be ignored: -Any additional protection to one sector leads to the protection of one or more export sectors; That is all tax protections that are imposed on exports. Unprotected sectors will tend to, sooner or later, claim equal protection for the goods they produce. - Restrictions on competition have
always been translated by technological delays of the protected sector. Chain Reaction: Protection for one sector, as we have seen before, increases the income of domestic producers but necessarily reduces the income of exporting companies in other countries. With a double result: there will be a global expansion on the demand side, with successive revenue contractions, as well as the risk of conservation springs spreading. Protection laws impose taxes (duties) on imported goods,
and rule/or limits (quotas) on authorized amounts to enter the country. They are rules that not only restrict the choice of consumer goods, but also contribute greatly to the higher cost of both goods and doing business. That way, under protectionism you end up poorer, with less money to buy other things you want and need. Besides, protection laws that reduce consumer spending capacity actually end up destroying jobs. In the United States, for example, and according to the Labor
Department's own statistics, protectionism destroys eight jobs in the economy as a whole for every 1 job it saves from a protected industry. Japanese consumers pay their rice 5 times higher than their global price due to restrictions that protect farmers in their country. European consumers are paying lovable fees for EC restrictions on imported goods, and heavy costs imposed on domestic subsidies to farmers. U.S. Kansu-Meadors also suffer the same double burden due to trade
restrictions, and sugar (to give just one example) is six times higher than their global price. U.S. semiconductor trade pact pressured Japanese manufacturers to cut production on computer memory chips, causing sharpness Components used extensively: Their prices quadriered, and companies that use them worldwide in the production of electronic consumer goods were severely damaged. Protection laws not only force you to pay more tax on imported goods, but also raise your taxes
in general. This is because governments are constantly expanding the bureaucracies of their trade ministries, to comply with the provisions of new rounds of trade restrictions, or trade regulations on NAFTA[The North American Free Trade Association]; , and more harassment of individual passengers crossing across borders. Eastern European and Third World countries owe hundreds of trillions of dollars to Western banks. However, the trade gaps that Western governments have ruled
are closing their markets towards these countries, makes it virtually impossible for them to obtain the strong currencies needed to repay their loans. This increases the very real possibility of a crash in the global banking system. Despite evidence of damage from trade restrictions, pressures are mounting on the more protectionist laws behind this, and why is it continuing? Protectionism is the wrong name. The only people protected by commercial rights, quotas and restrictions are those
who engage in a wasted and unearthly activity. Free trade is the only philosophy consistent with international peace and prosperity. said Dr. Walter Block, Senior Economist, Fraser Institute, Canada. The globalization of the economy increasing international competition, accelerating technological innovation, the EU trend, increasing imports from Southeast Asia, the increasing integration of various international financial markets, the ratification of the Canada-Mexico-U.S. Free Trade
Agreement, or increased economic cooperation internationally, are phenomena of dreaded events that mark the real breaking point with international economic developments until a few years ago. The Internationalization of the Company. Editorial Mc Graw Hill IESE. Madrid. 1994 – Globalization has sparked one of the most passionate debates of the last decade, the subject of countless books and the cause of major demonstrations in Europe and North America. Critics have suggested
that the process has led to the exploitation of people in developing countries, caused major lifestyle changes and instead brought little benefit, while advocates point to a significant reduction in poverty achieved Countries that have chosen integration into the world economy, such as China, Vietnam, India and Uganda; Globalization has led to growing and fierce international competition in various sectors of the economy, surplus competition generated, the emergence of new technologies
and protectionist measures, helping to make the current crisis not merely fusion but reflecting the structural changes that are taking place in the world economy, globalization presents two challenges for companies. : Opens up new opportunities for overseas expansion and adds complexity to business management. It also affects governments because they impose increasing restrictions when designing their own economic policies. Similarly, the globalization of markets affects civil
society, and the social and cultural change that internationalization requires is immense. It is very important to carefully define the different forms that globalization takes, in international trade, foreign direct investment (EDI), and capital market flows raise different questions and have different consequences: potential benefits on the one hand, and costs and risks on the other, demanding different valuations and answers. یراذگ هیامرس  ندوب  زاب  رتشیب و  تراجت  رادفرط  یناهج  کناب  یلک  روط  هب 

تارطخ هک  ییاه  تسایس  یلم و  تیامح  یاهداهن  داجیا  رب  دیاب  دراد ، هوقلاب  تارطخ  ای  اه  هنیزه  هب  تبسن  یرتشیب  اتبسن  لیامت  رقف  شهاک  یداصتقا و  هعسوت  یایازم  هک  دهد  یم  ناشن  اه  هداد  اریز  تسا  هدش  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس  یراذگ  هیامرس   Financial crises are reduced to be emphasized, before performing regularly and accurately
staggeringly opening a capital account. The degree of participation of different countries in globalization is also far from monotonous. For many of the poorest and least developed countries, the problem is not that globalization makes them poorer, but the threat of being excluded from it. In 1997, the minimum share of global trade, which amounted to 0.4%, accounted for half of its share in 1980. The growth rate of these countries is also well below the rates enjoyed by the most globally
developed countries. During the 1990s less globally global countries had average negative growth rates, while more global developing countries increased their per capita growth rates from 1% in the 1960s to 3% in the 1970s, to 4% in the 1980s and 195% in the 1990s. On the other hand, access Foreign private investment remains negligible. Far from condemning these countries to isolation and continuing poverty, the urgent task of the international community is to help them integrate
further into the world economy, to provide them with assistance in helping them build supportive institutions and policies, as well as further expanding their access to international markets. It's important to keep in mind that economic globalization is not a whole new trend, it's actually been part of human history since ancient times, when highly fragmented populations gradually became embroiled in wider and more complex economic relationships. In the modern era, globalization enjoyed
early flowering towards the end of the 19th century, mainly among countries that are now developed or rich. In many of these countries, trade and capital market flows relative to GDP were approaching or exceeding the flows of recent years. This early rise from globalization was reversed in the first half of the 20th century, a time of increasing protectionism in the context of bitter national and capable struggles, world wars, revolutions, the rise of authoritarian ideologies, and great
economic and political instability. The pace of international economic integration accelerated in the 1980s and 1990s, when governments everywhere reduced political barriers to international trade and investment. Openness to the outside world is part of a broader shift toward greater confidence in markets and private enterprises, especially as many developing countries and communist countries realized that high levels of government planning and intervention did not produce expected
development outcomes. Notable examples include China's sweeping economic reforms since the late 1970s, the peaceful dissolution of communism in the Soviet bloc in the late 1980s, and the continued rooting and growth of market reforms in democratic India in the 1990s. Globalization has also been encouraged by technological progress that reduces the cost of transportation and communications between countries. Drastic reductions in the cost of telecommunications, and the
processing, storage and transfer of information, location and use of business opportunities around the world further facilitate the coordination of operations in scattered locations, or the sale of online services that previously could not be marketed internationally. So it's not surprising that the term globalization is sometimes used in a much broader economic sense, as another way to refer to capitalism or the market economy. When used with this The concerns expressed are more on key
issues in the market economy, such as manufacturing by private companies and for profit, frequent restructuring of resources based on supply and demand, and unpredictable and rapid technological change. In this sense, it is undoubtedly important to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the market economy in this way and better understand the institutions and policies needed to make it more effective. In addition, communities need to deepen their reflection on how to better
manage the consequences of rapid technological change. However, when these various factors (though associated) with economic globalization are misstated in its modular sense, which is the expansion of economic ties across borders, it is underrated. The financial problems of globalization cannot create a simple relationship between trade openness changes and inequality changes, however many known cases of countries where inequality has increased as nations become more
integrated in the world economy, such as the United States, where wages for men with secondary education fell by 20% in countries such as the mid-1970s and mid-1970s. Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica and Uruguay rose after the liberalization of reforms at times over the past three decades. For its part, China, one of the fastest-growing integrating countries in the world, also experienced one of the biggest increases in inequality, yet of the very high levels of economic equality
before integration; however, its growth was fast enough to reduce poverty massively. In this regard, based on the outlook for the global economy in 2004, the number of people living in China at less than 1 U.S. dollar a day has dropped from 361 million in 1990 to 204 million in 2000. However, there are a similar number of cases where inequality has declined thanks to commercial openness (another way of providing observation that emerged during analysis on trade and poverty: the fact
that generally openness of trade increases the incomes of the poor more than per capita income). The lack of empirical and systematic participation between trade openness and inequality changes between countries completely coincides with standard theory. This suggests that trade openness tends to increase demand for a manufacturing agent that is relatively plentiful in the country being liberalization, but scarce in the rest of the world, thus increasing its wages. On the contrary,
openness will lower the operating wages Scarce in the country but more abundant in the rest of the world. This theory coincides with the American experience, where the wages of skilled workers (relatively abundant in that country, scarce outside) increased relative to the wages of unskilled workers (numerous in the rest of the world). However, this theory also coincides with the experience of some East Asian countries where unsealed workers are relatively plentiful and the distribution
became more e-equal. Therefore, you can expect a lack of some patterns that can be seen in Figure 4. (And anyway, there are many cases where simple theory predictions as a whole are not met.) More importantly, trade liberalization is not the only factor affecting demand for production factors and therefore income. Other possible factors involved include technological change, investment patterns, changes in relative productivity or changes in institutional conditions such as the twilight
of trade unions or changes in implied employment conditions between workers and employers. Trade is solely responsible for a small fraction of the fall in unskilled wages, according to most studies on the United States (the most studied country). (See, for example, Brett Les et al. (1998) or Collins (1996) who conclude that trade and immigration as a whole are responsible for two percentage points in an 18 percent increase in wage inequality). These studies usually conclude that
technological change has been a much more important factor. The globalization of markets, the surplus competition generated by new technologies, has helped transform the crisis not merely fusion, but reflect structural changes in the world economy. Globalization has three main conditions: finance. The financial next is globalization, which accelerated in the 1970s and served as a trigger for a set of services that began offering American banking internationally from the 1960s. ·
Commercial. The unprecedented expansion of global trade that follows World War II. · Policy. The creation of regional economic blocs, including the European Market (1992), NAFTA, Mercosur, etc. The globalization of the financial sector and financial markets began in the 1960s when North American banks began providing foreign services (multi-banks), such as lending, currency management, international business, securities, etc. The absorption of petrodlars in the 1970s helped a lot
to this globalization. A turning point for converting foreign exchange markets into 24-hour markets, progressive implementation The future and deregulation and modernization of national financial markets. Expanding trade as its features was a growing partnership after 70, from developing countries (emerging economies) such as Brazil, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc., and by 1991 40% of global trade was interspass. Expanding trade until 1970 contributes to global production growth, and
since 1975 there has been a slowdown in global trade growth driven by a recession caused by the oil crisis and a return to protectionism. As for off-barrier trade policies, today's non-tariff policies constitute heavy artillery of protectionism. These measures have nothing to do with prices but with quantities, anti-dumping measures, preferential imports, etc. and have a direct impact on certain sectors such as agriculture, textiles, steelmaking. Globalization competition is not only a drop in
prices and profits, but a surplus to manufacturing capacity in many sectors of the economy, leading to: narrowing business margins, falling investment and rising unemployment. The changes imposed by globalization mean that some countries and their companies improve or worsen their economic position, one of the challenges imposed by globalization is the complexity that adds to corporate management; management and the market are not the same within a country's borders, thand
to be in international markets with : Different customs and habits in the consumer, distribution and marketing characteristics, different legislation, typical behavior of economies and their markets, etc. Another challenge is that globalization is affecting civil society by providing greater availability of goods and services leading to a growing acceptance of foreign, foreign investment and new technologies, implying a profound social and cultural shift, the current international economic
environment is increasingly dynamic and global. Trends such as growing mutual trust between countries, the formation of regional country blocs, the emergence of emerging economies in Asia and Latin America, surprise technological advances in various sectors shape a competitive and changing international environment. The growing globalization of markets in: On the one hand, the sharp rise in global trade over the past three decades has weakened the global product increase. ·
From another to an increase in direct investment abroad, which has grown at suspicious rates since 1970. In such an internationalization environment it appears as a pressing requirement for companies. However, you should Note that this is a difficult, complex and costly process, which could even harm the company that commits it if it already makes a serious and rigorous strategic analysis before making such a decision. The conclusion of international relations seeks to strengthen
national sovereignty and promote a multipolar world, diversify relationship adjustments, privatize relations with Latin American countries, and redefine the hemispheric security model. Strategic management relates to the content of the strategy that a company has, the process through which it has reached, and the impact it has on the performance of the enterprise. It is a model that can be seen in a set of decisions; An international company aims to serve foreign markets, whether
through exports, direct investment or technology transfer. The study of its decisions relates to the foreign market in the field of international business and in the field of strategic management, as they include not only expanding the company's field of action from national to international, but also long-term dedication of management, technology and capital resources. The performance of companies determines the international competitiveness of countries, however, it is largely conditioned
by the nature of the national economic system that supports these organizations, which is a structure that ultimately determines the level of competitiveness of domestic industries in international markets. Competitiveness analysis of dealing with adaptive management practices shows that THE's management shortcomings are the big culprits of economic inefficiency and its loss of competitiveness to Japan. Structural changes in the economy that affect international competitiveness and
cannot be controlled by management, such as public policies such as antitrust laws, labor and capital markets, and the tax system have a significant impact on the performance of the industrial sector and may have a greater impact on managers in determining a company's competitiveness internationally. Human talent becomes one of the main sources of competitive advantage of organizations. Until now, companies have only sought to dent their competitors in the tangible realm of this
transformation (technological change), many thinking again about these business strata. The characteristics of direct investment reveal the profound changes generated globally and consolidate a series of gigantic global groups that have substantially changed the role of governments. through foreign direct investment, A global local hierarchy that points to north-north mutual investment and transforms economic development into an unequal process. Parameters and shares of
investments in the world, including their profits, create a hierarchy of investors, mainly from the USA, Great Britain, Japan, Germany, France and Switzerland. We are launching a global economic system in which national spaces must redefine their role, which will now be the result of essential synthesis between the government's ability to protect the interests and public action of these formidable actors who are increasingly global and capable of maneuvering. There is a clear question of
the theories and foundations of international trade based on comparative advantages, expertise, national spaces, balance of payments and many others, which can only be rebuilt by entering into the analysis of this emerging and unstoppable phenomenon that identifies the end-of-century economic development: the global nature of productive investment. The best way to deal with the changes caused by the international integration of markets for goods, services and capital is to be
open to them. Globalization creates opportunities, but it also poses risks; policymakers at the international, national and local levels also face the challenge of reducing risks to the poor, the vulnerable and marginalized, and increasing equality and inclusion. Globalization unfolds: prominent divergences, pushing towards evaluating the international and national policies that moved on to these divergences, especially divergences aimed at ensuring regional development. The relative
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